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“The single most important step we must now take is to provide access to
treatment throughout the developing world. There is no excuse for delay.
We must start now. If we discard the people who are dying from AIDS, then
we can no longer call ourselves decent people.”
Nelson Mandela1
At least six million people are in desperate need of
medicines to treat HIV/AIDS and related infections,
including TB and malaria. Without such treatment they
will die. Generic versions of these medicines are being
produced at low prices in developing countries such as
Thailand, India, Brazil and South Africa but in order to
protect their powerful pharmaceutical companies,
industrialised nations are making it increasingly difficult
for poor countries to import them.
International patenting rights on medicines are being
protected by World Trade Organisation’s Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) 2 as well as by the numerous bilateral and
regional trade agreements between developed and
developing countries.

ActionAid International, like many poverty and rights
focused organisations, is concerned about the way
that intellectual property rights (patents) can stifle
development. It is not alone in these concerns. The
UK Commission on Intellectual Property Rights and
Development Policy has questioned whether a global
norm for patent protection is in the best interests of
developing countries and whether an individual or
company should be able to take out a patent on
products that have important societal implications.3
Patent protection can increase prices4 and put drugs
out of reach for poor people as well as for developing
country governments seeking to provide antiretroviral
medicines as part of the World Health Organisation’s
3 by 5 initiative.

Patents and research
Research by the UK Commission’s on Intellectual
Property Rights and Development Policy revealed that
less than 5% of pharmaceutical research budgets is
spent on diseases predominantly affecting developing
countries.5 Thus between 1975 and 1999, only thirteen
of the 1,395 drugs developed were specifically indicated
for tropical diseases.6 The fact is that pharmaceutical
research by private companies is driven by the need for
profit and thus focuses on markets in rich industrialised
countries, rather than on the needs of poor people in
developing countries.

This is illustrated by the different responses to HIV/AIDS,
tuberculosis (TB) and malaria. Because HIV/AIDS is
common to both rich and poor countries it has been
the subject of considerable private sector research.
In contrast, TB and malaria, diseases most prevalent in
developing countries, have received little attention. This
despite the fact that TB is the leading cause of death
among HIV-infected people in developing countries,
and about one third of them are co-infected with TB.7
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Patents and pricing
The price of medicines is a key factor in determining how
accessible they are to poor people. The more they cost
the less money is available for other essentials like food
and shelter. Where prices make medicines unaffordable,
as has been the case for ARVs, the result is ill health and
death. Of course, markets, government regulations,
tariffs, competition and purchasing power all impact on
the price of drugs. However, comparative international

research has demonstrated that copies of drugs
patented elsewhere are much cheaper in markets which
do not offer patent protection. “The Indian market, where
there is no product protection, is the lowest priced in the
world. One of our studies indicated that for 12 drugs
covering a range of conditions, US prices ranged from
four to 56 times the price of equivalent formulations in
India.” 8

Patent protection in the WTO
The WTO’s multilateral rules on intellectual property
rights give patent owners 20 years of protection for
their ‘inventions’. In effect, patent protection grants
pharmaceutical companies a monopoly over products
and allows prices to be set at levels consistent with the
presence of minimal levels of competition.
As the disastrous impact of HIV/AIDS became apparent,
developing countries stepped up their demands for a
change in TRIPS rules to deal with the crisis. In response
to their protests, the WTO’s 2001 Doha Declaration
reaffirmed the right of countries to use compulsory
licensing9 to manufacture of drugs to address public
health problems. However, manufacture was only
permitted for domestic use.10 This did nothing to solve
the problems faced by the world’s poorest countries,
the Least Developed Countries, because although they
do not have to comply with TRIPS until 2016, most have
no pharmaceutical manufacturing capacity. If they want
cheap generic drugs these must be imported.
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According to the World Health Organisation, “the basic
public health principle is clear: the people of a country
which does not have the capacity for domestic production
of a needed product should be no less protected by
compulsory licensing provisions (or indeed other TRIPS
safeguards), nor should they face any greater procedural
hurdles, compared to people who happen to live in
countries capable of producing the product.” 13
The need to find a simple, workable solution is urgent.14
In 2005, all WTO members designated as Developing

Countries which have not already done so must comply
with TRIPS by introducing product patents on medicines.
Thereafter, all new drugs and those for which patent
applications were submitted after 1994 will be
patentable, and the volume of generic exports will
diminish correspondingly over time. However, it should
be noted that all existing drugs produced as generics in
India or elsewhere will continue to be available for export
provided, of course, they are not patented in the
importing country.

Patent Protection outside the WTO
Despite their declared commitment to find a solution
to the problem of importing generic drugs arising from
the TRIPS Agreement, industrialised countries are
simultaneously insisting on even stiffer rules on patents
in bilateral and regional trade agreements. These ‘TRIPS
Plus’ clauses may undermine any progress made within
the WTO.
In recent bilateral trade negotiations, US pressure led
countries like Nigeria, Uganda, Morocco and Cambodia
to enforce patent protection regimes for pharmaceuticals

which are more restrictive than those required under
TRIPS and are thus known as TRIPS Plus. In the
US negotiated Free Trade Agreement of Americas
(FTAA) TRIPS Plus proposals include: limits on the
circumstances in which compulsory licences can be
issued; extension of patent terms beyond the 20 years
required by TRIPS; and prohibition on the export of
drugs produced under compulsory licence. The
European Commission has already enforced a TRIPS
Plus Agreement with Tunisia.15
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The beginning of change?
Amongst the Group of Eight (G8) industrialised countries,
Canada is the only country that has introduced legislation
allowing the export of generic versions of patented drugs
to countries with insufficient manufacturing capacity.
Although the legislation is not entirely satisfactory, the
political initiative demonstrated by Canada is a model for
others to follow.16
A smaller step forward was taken in May by the US
government, in response to vigorous criticisms from civil
groups and HIV/AIDS activists. In a reversal of policy, the
US announced that it would provide rapid approvals for
generic versions of HIV/AIDS drugs. This means that US

bilateral HIV/AIDS aid programmes will be able to use
cheaper generic drugs, including one pill fixed-dose
combinations. Critics point out that the US insistence
on using its own approval process instead of the
international approval process provided by WHO is
unnecessary and time consuming. Furthermore, it has
yet to be seen how these generics will be priced. Three
pharmaceutical companies, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Gilead
Sciences and Merck & Co., have announced plans to
develop a fixed-dose combination HIV medicine following
the move by the US.17

Recommendations
ActionAid International calls on industrialised country
governments to:
• Propose a new amendment to the TRIPS Agreement
in line with the spirit of the Doha Declaration that
significantly improves upon the 30th August Decision
by providing a stable, transparent, predictable and
simple legal framework that would facilitate the export
and import of generic medicines.
• Firmly commit themselves to amend their national
patent laws to allow compulsory licences to be issued
and procedural bottlenecks to be removed so that
generic drugs may be exported to developing and
Least Developed countries

• Ensure that no rules in bilateral and regional trade
agreements with developing countries hinder the
export and import of generic medicines required for
the treatment of HIV/AIDS and related diseases, nor
undermine the multilateral progress made in the
WTO on resolving the TRIPS issue.
• Increase funding for pharmaceutical research and
manufacture in poor countries.
Developing and Least Developed Countries should:
• Ensure that their intellectual property protection
regimes do not run counter to their public health
policies and that they are consistent with and
supportive of such policies.
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